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Building Confidence with PRESTAN
CPRManikins and AEDTrainers
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All PRESTANProfessionalManikins and the
PRESTANUltralite Manikin with CPRFeedback
come equipped with a CPRMonitor that provides
both visual and audible feedback to help students
achievethe proper compression rate and depth.

The PRESTANProfessional Adult Series 2000
Manikin provides advanced feedback through the
addition of a Bluetooth connection to the PRESTAN
CPRFeedback App which monitors rate, depth,
recoil, ventilation and hands-off time.

The PRESTANCPRTraining Manikins have provided a
feedback mechanism since their inception. Today, we
offer a full range of both CPRTraining Manikins and
AEDTrainers with both visual and audible feedback
helping students achieve the confidenceand skills
needed to perform high quality CPR.
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Building Confidence
with Feedback...

Both the PRESTANProfessional AEDTrainer PLUS
and the PRESTANAEDUltraTrainer provide a
realistic training experience with clear, confident
voice instructions and easy-to-follow CPRcoaching
feedback.



PRESTANiscommitted to building confidence in
CPR/AEDtraining instructors and their students.

PRESTANoffers a full range of CPRTraining
Manikins and AEDTrainers which are intuitive,
durable, cost-effective,and provide immediate
feedback.

PRESTANalsooffers a full range of Training
Supplies and Accessoriesincluding replacement
lung bag/face shields, stand-alone face shields,
training face masks & adaptors, manikin clothing,
kneeling pads, and rescue barrier key chains.
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Building Confidence
with PRESTAN...

PRESTANproducts are sold exclusively
through a global network of PRESTAN
Authorized Distributors.

Pleasevisit the 'Find a Distributor' page on
the PRESTANwebsite to locate a PRESTAN
Authorized Distributor near you.

Find a PRESTAN
Authorized Distributor

Visit the PRESTAN
Online ResourceCenter

PRESTANprovides an extensive set of educational
tools and training resources that will give you and
your students the confidenceto be ready.

The PRESTANResourceCenter contains Product
Instruction Sheets,Frequently Asked Questions,
Troubleshooting & Product Help Guides,
Instructional How-To & Product Overview Videos,
and much more!



Realisticto the eye and the touch, the ProfessionalAdult Manikin is unlike any other CPR
training manikin on the market. Designed to provide each student with a real-life training
experience along with immediate compression rate and depth feedback, PRESTANmanikins
help instructors build confidencein their students when teaching high-quality CPRskills.

PRESTANProfessional Adult Manikin

Professional Adult Diversity Kit
PP-AM-400M-MSDS

(2 medium skin tone & 2 dark skin tone)

Fully compliant with all worldwide curriculum & industry guidelines
Lightweight with fast & simple setup; easy to clean & maintain
Available in both medium skin (MS)or dark skin (DS)tones
3-year Limited Warranty

Single packs come with 10 Face-Shield/Lung-Bagsand a nylon carrying case
4-packs come with 50 Face-Shield/Lung-Bagsand a nylon carrying case with a detachable shoulder strap
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Professional Adult, Single
PP-AM-100M-MS
PP-AM-100M-DS

Professional Adult, 4-pack
PP-AM-400M-MS
PP-AM-400M-DS
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In combination with PRESTAN’straditional CPRfeedback
light system, the ProfessionalAdult Series2000 Manikin
offers a unique, dual-purpose training solution providing
instructors with an option to train with either basicor
advanced CPRfeedback including compression rate,
depth, recoil, ventilation and hands-off time via a
Bluetooth enabled PRESTANCPRFeedbackApp.

PRESTANProfessional Adult
Series2000 Manikin

The Professional Adult Series 2000 Lung Bags
use the same easy to install PRESTANdesign
with the addition of a breath sensor. The Series
2000 lung bags are required for ventilation
feedback via the PRESTANCPRFeedback app.

Professional Adult Series 2000, Single
PP-AM-2000-1-MS
PP-AM-2000-1-DS

Professional Adult Series 2000, 4-pack
PP-AM-2000-4-MS
PP-AM-2000-4-DS

The Professional Adult Series2000 Manikin
Add-OnKit provides instructors with an option
to upgrade their current PRESTANProfessional
Adult and JawThrust Manikins (2018models and
newer)with Advanced Feedback parameters.

The PRESTANCPRFeedback App provides
high-quality, real-time, advanced CPRfeedback
via a Bluetooth connection with the PRESTAN
Professional Adult Series2000 Manikin.
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Series 2000 Add-On Kit
RPP-AAOK2000-1(single)
RPP-AAOK2000-4 (4-pack)

Series 2000 Lung Bags
PP-VALB-10 (10-pack)
PP-VALB-50 (50-pack)

Download Now
on Apple or Andriod devices

Fully compliant with all worldwide curriculum & industry guidelines
Lightweight with fast & simple setup; easy to clean & maintain
Available in both medium skin (MS)or dark skin (DS)tones
1-year Limited Warranty
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The ProfessionalChild Manikin is designed to look like a
child versus an adult with lessprominent body structures
and softer, more childlike facial features. It is smaller and
thinner than the ProfessionalAdult Manikin yet still realistic
to the eye and touch.
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PRESTANProfessionalChild/Infant Manikins

Professional Child, Single
PP-CM-100M-MS
PP-CM-100M-DS

Professional Child, 4-Pack
PP-CM-400M-MS
PP-CM-400M-DS

Professional Child Diversity Kit
PP-CM-400M-MSDS

(2 medium skin tone & 2 dark skin tone)

Professional Infant, Single
PP-IM-100M-MS
PP-IM-100M-DS

Professional Infant, 4-Pack
PP-IM-400M-MS
PP-IM-400M-DS

Professional Infant Diversity Kit
PP-IM-400M-MSDS

(2 medium skin tone & 2 dark skin tone)

The ProfessionalInfant Manikin life-like features and
weight allows for a realistic infant CPRtraining experience.
Sculpted body contours and realistic skin feel help prepare
students for real-life rescues with a head designed to
simulate the way an actual infant's head moves.

Single packs come with 10 Face-Shield/Lung-Bagsand a nylon carrying case
4-packs come with 50 Face-Shield/Lung-Bagsand a nylon carrying case with a detachable shoulder strap
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PRESTANProfessional Specialty Packs

TAKE2 Kit
PP-FM-600M-MS
PP-FM-600M-DS

The TAKE2®Kit combines two Professional Adult and two Professional Infant Manikins along
with two AEDUltraTrainers® in one single collection making it an ideal classroom 'starter kit' for
any new instructor.

The PRESTANProfessionalSpecialty Packs combine our most popular products packaged
together in single collections making them ideal as new instructor starter kits and for classroom
or larger group training scenarios.

TAKE2Diversity Kit
PP-FM-600M-MSDS

(2 medium skin tone & 2 dark skin tone)

Multi-packs (pg 5) come with 10 Face-Shield/Lung-Bagsper manikin and a nylon carrying case with a
detachable shoulder strap
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PRESTANProfessional Specialty Packs

The Professional Adult JawThrust Manikin gives
instructors the option to teach with the jaw thrust or
head-tilt/chin-lift maneuver allowing the student to
grasp the manikin's lower jaw and lift with both hands
displacingthe jaw of the manikin forward and upward.

The jaw thrust maneuver is the safest approach to
opening the airway of a victim who has a possible head,
neck, or spinal injury because it can be accomplished
by minimizing neck movement.

Professional Adult JawThrust, Single
PP-JTM-100M-MS
PP-JTM-100M-DS

Professional Adult JawThrust, 4-pack
PP-JTM-100M-MS
PP-JTM-100M-DS

Multi-packs (pg 5) come with 10 Face-Shield/Lung-Bagsper manikin and a nylon carrying case with a
detachable shoulder strap

Professional Collection
PP-FM-300M-MS
PP-FM-300M-DS

The Professional Collection combines a
Professional Adult, Child, and Infant Manikin
in one single collection.

Professional Family Pack
PP-FM-500M-MS
PP-FM-500M-DS

The Professional Family Pack combines two
Professional Adult, one Child, and two Infant
Manikins in one single collection.
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PRESTANUltralite Manikin

TheUltralite Manikin is our most compact, lightweight, portable manikin available in single,
4-pack and 12-packconfigurations making it ideal for virtual and on-the-go training.

This durable manikin offers an affordable solution for CPRtraining, with all the
quality and realism you expect from PRESTAN.

Ultralite Manikin, Single
PP-ULM-100M-MS(with feedback)
PP-ULM-100M-DS(with feedback)
PP-ULM-100-MS(w/out feedback)
PP-ULM-100-DS(w/out feedback)

The Ultralite Piston with CPRFeedback
provides instructors with an option to upgrade
their current non-monitored PRESTANUltralite
Manikins with CPRrate and depth feedback.

Ultralite Piston with CPRFeedback
RPP-ULPISTONM-1-MS(single)
RPP-ULPISTONM-4-MS(4-pack)

Fully compliant with all worldwide curriculum & industry guidelines
(when purchased or upgraded with CPRFeedbackpiston)
Lightweight with fast & simple setup; easy to clean & maintain
Available with or without CPRfeedback and in both

3-year Limited Warranty
medium skin (MS)or dark skin (DS)tones
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Ultralite Manikin, 12-pack
PP-ULM-1200M-MS(with feedback)
PP-ULM-1200M-DS(with feedback)
PP-ULM-1200-MS(w/out feedback)
PP-ULM-1200-DS(w/out feedback)
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Ultralite Manikin Diversity Kit, 12-pack
PP-ULM-1200M-MSDS(with feedback)
PP-ULM-1200-MSDS(w/out feedback)

(2 medium skin tone & 2 dark skin tone)

The Ultralite Manikin's unique, clamshell design with stackable torsos and heads creates a
lightweight, compact solution ideal for transporting multiple units in packs of 4 (13 pounds)
or 12 (39 pounds).

TheUltralite Manikin, 4-pack comes in an easy-to-carrybag with a detachable shoulder strap
while the Ultralite Manikin, 12-packoffers a full classroom quantity in a portable roller bag with
wheels and a telescoping handle for effortless maneuverability making it easy for lifting in and out
of vehicles.

Ultralite Manikin, 4-pack
PP-ULM-400M-MS(with feedback)
PP-ULM-400M-DS(with feedback)
PP-ULM-400-MS(w/out feedback)
PP-ULM-400-DS(w/out feedback)

Ultralite Manikin Diversity Kit, 4-pack
PP-ULM-400M-MSDS(with feedback)
PP-ULM-400-MSDS(w/out feedback)

(2 medium skin tone & 2 dark skin tone)
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The Professional AEDTrainer PLUS is a leading-edge AED
Trainer that most closely resembles brand AEDTrainers in
size and weight providing a realistic training experience.

This AEDtrainer features customizable options to match
various training environments, including a child button.
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PRESTANProfessional AEDTrainer PLUS

Professional AEDTrainer PLUS
PP-AEDT2-101(single; English/Spanish)
PP-AEDT2-102(single; English/French)

PP-AEDT2-401(4-pack; English/Spanish)
PP-AEDT2-402(4-pack; English/French)

Professional AEDTrainer PLUSKit
PP-AEDT2-KIT-101

(single with Remote; English/Spanish)

Clear, confident voice prompts with optional CPRprompts to help
the student keep pace with chest compressions
Optional remote available; a single remote controls several AED
Trainers within range
Easyto replace module containing the most recent industry
guidelines in two languages - comes standard with English/Spanish
or English/French;other language options available upon request
For use with patented PRESTANAEDTrainer Pad Sensing System
3-year Limited Warranty
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TheAEDUltraTrainer is our most compact, lightweight
AEDtrainer solution with full customization options to
accommodate any classroom training situation.

This AEDtrainer resembles a live training experience like
no other on the market and offers an affordable solution
with all the quality and durability you expect from
PRESTAN.
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PRESTANAEDUltraTrainer®

AEDUltraTrainer
PP-AEDUT-101(single; English/Spanish)
PP-AEDUT-102(single; English/French)

PP-AEDUT-401(4-pack; English/Spanish)
PP-AEDUT-402(4-pack; English/French)

Instructors can customize their training classeswith options to
turn on or off the compression metronome and/or the “give
breaths” voice prompt
Programming can toggle between two languages and is easily
upgradeable with the most recent industry guidelines - comes
standard with English/Spanishor English/French;other language
options available upon request
For use with patented PRESTANAEDTrainer Pad Sensing System
3-year Limited Warranty
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The AEDTrainer Pad SensingSystem automatically detects
when each AEDtrainer pad is placed on the manikin.

These high-quality AEDtrainer pads last for over 100 applications!
The pad adhesive removes from and adheres well to any manikin
on the market without leaving messy residue behind - no more
damaged pads or cleaning adhesive off your manikins between
sessions.Pad replacement is affordable and easy - just replace
the pad, not the cord.

Programming runs through a sensor in the center of the pad's
adhesive which simulates a live AED,allowing for a more realistic
training experience. No remote control is necessary,although
one is available for the Professional AEDTrainer PLUSif desired.
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PRESTANAEDTrainer Pad Sensing System

Adult/Child AEDTrainer Pads
PP-APAD2-1(single; 2 pads total)
PP-UTPAD-1(single; 2 pads total)
PP-APAD2-4(4-pack; 8 pads total)
PP-UTPAD-4(4-pack; 8 pads total)
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PRESTANCPRTraining Supplies

PRESTANCPRTraining Shirts provide instructors
with the ability to build confidenceduring training
with more real-life scenarios for their students.

The Adult/Child/Ultralite shirt (one size fits all)
includes an easy-to-remove front zipper with
a non-skid back. The Infant shirt features an
easy-to-remove 'hook and loop' design.

PRESTANKneeling Pads provide cushioned
knee and back comfort for students during
CPRtraining classes.

Kneeling Pads
PP-KPAD-4 (4-pack)

PP-KPAD-24 (24-pack)

CPRTraining Shirt
Adult/Child/Ultralite Manikin

PP-ACSHIRT-4(4-pack)

CPRTraining Shirt
Infant Manikin
PP-ISHIRT-4(4-pack)
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The PRESTANCPRTraining Face Masks are made of a clear, non-collapsible medical grade
PVCconstructed with a moldable bladder for proper seal on a range of manikins; for use with
training BVM’s.Available in 10-packs;with or without individually wrapped PRESTANTraining
FaceMask Adaptors.
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PRESTANCPRTraining Supplies

CPRTraining Face Mask
PP-AMASK-10(adult/child; 10-pack)

PP-IMASK-10(infant; 10-pack)

CPRTraining FaceMask Adaptor
10076-PPA(10-pack; individually wrapped)

10076-PPA-50(50-pack; individually wrapped)

CPRTraining Face Mask & Adaptor Bundle
PP-AMASK-ADT-10(adult/child; 10-pack)

PP-IMASK-ADT-10(infant; 10-pack)

The PRESTANRescueBarrier Key Chain is a durable,
keychain pouch containing one single-use CPRrescue
barrier with a one-way valve for use when performing
live CPR.

An ideal way to complete CPRtraining certification
giving your students the confidenceto be ready when
needed.

RescueBarrier Key Chain
PP-KCHAIN-1(single)

PP-KCHAIN-50(50-pack)
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ProfessionalInfant Manikin
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PRESTANCPRTraining Manikin Consumables

The PRESTANLung-Bag/Face-Shields are easy to
install/remove and allow for visual chest rise to ensure
students are receiving the most accurate, realistic CPR
training experience possible.

The PRESTANProfessional Adult Series 2000 Manikin
Lung-Bag/Face-Shieldsuse the same easy to install
PRESTANdesignwith the addition of a breath sensor to
help monitor ventilation feedback along with the
PRESTANCPRFeedback App.

PRESTANFaceShieldsallow for multiple students
training on the same manikin without the need to
change lung bags and are specifically designed to snap
on and securely fit the face of each PRESTANmanikin.

The patented PRESTANmanikin
clamshell torso allows for quick and
easy lung bag insertion and removal
through the mouth and out the neck

ProfessionalAdult Manikin Professional Child ManikinProfessional Adult Series2000 Manikin

Ultralite Manikin Generic CPRPractice Face Shields
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Building Confidence
with PRESTAN...

PRESTANProducts, LLCwas founded in 2004
and has grown from a small start-up to a global
company with warehousing facilities located
throughout the world.

Our team is committed to building confidencein
CPR/AEDtraining instructors and their students
by offering a full range of CPRTraining Manikins
and AEDTrainers which are intuitive, durable,
cost-effective,and provide immediate feedback.

To learn more about PRESTANProducts,please
visit www.prestanproducts.com.

PRESTANbuildsconfidence in instructors by offering a
1-year Limited Warranty (on the Professional Adult Series
2000 Manikin & Series2000 Add-on Kit) and an industry-leading
3-year Limited Warranty (on the Professional Adult, Child,
Infant & Ultralite Manikins and the Professional AEDTrainer
PLUS& AEDUltraTrainer).

To learn more about the PRESTANLimitedWarranty,
please contact a PRESTANAuthorized Distributor.

PRESTAN
Warranty


